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The zero modes of the monodromy extended SU(2) WZNW model give
rise to a gauge theory with a nite dimensional state space. A generalized
BRS operator A such that A
h
= 0 (h = k+2 = 3; 4; : : : being the height of
the current algebra representation) acts in a (2h 1)-dimensional indenite
metric space H
I





(n = 1; : : : ; h  1) are 1-dimensional. Their




The canonical approach to the quantumWess-Zumino-Novikov-Witten (WZNW)
model (see [1] [5] [10] [6] [7] [8] [9] and references therein) singles out a non-trivial
nite dimensional problem involving the (\quantum group" [1]) zero modes, its
innite dimensional counterpart (generated by the chiral vertex operators) being
relatively trivial. The discussion in [5] [6] is based on a lattice formulation of the
theory whose continuum limit is treated (following the canonical approach of [10]
[6]) in [8], [9]. The result is a nite dimensional gauge model : the physical state






is singled out in the origi-
nal (still nite dimensional) indenite metric space by a nite set of constraints
while H
00
is the subspace of \null" (zero norm) vectors of H
0
.
In this paper we realize the physical space H as a direct sum of general-
ized cohomologies (of the type considered in [4] and [3], see also [12]). For a





su(2)) Kac-Moody algebra, the
\BRS charge" A satises A
h
= 0 where h = k + 2 (in general, the height h is
the sum of the level k and the dual Coxeter number of the underlying simple
Lie algebra). The reduction of the original h
4




F of chiral zero modes is performed in two steps. First, in Section 1, we






















; n = 1; : : : ; h  1 (A
n




1 The Fock space of left and right zero modes
and its quantum group invariant subspace
The solution of the WZNW equations of motion is customarily written in a fac-
torized form :
g(x; t) = u(x  t)u(x+ t) (classically, g; u; u 2 SU(2)): (1.1)
Each of the quantized chiral elds, u and u, is expanded into a sum of a pos-






































































The Fock space vacuum jvac i is assumed to satisfy
a
 








Introducing the left and right monodromies M and

M by





(and viewing M and

M as new dynamical variables) we demand that the expan-































quantum exchange relations for u and u (derived within the canonical approach



















































































































































The quantum generators are read o the components M

of the Gauss decom-











































































































































) raising and lowering operators E and F can be expressed as bilin-






















































(Note that the role of the indices 1 and 2 for the bar sector are reversed; we












, etc. instead of (1.12).)



























































































] = 0: (1.16)
In other words, we have (assuming [X;

Y ] = 0 for X;Y = E;F;H and using the
same notation for the U
q
generators in the arguments of  as for the operators

















The algebra B 






(and the Cartan's) has, for q satisfying
(1.3), a huge ideal which will be represented by the zero operator in the vacuum
Fock space F 



























Each of the factors F and

F is then an h
2
























































The nilpotency relation (1.18) allows to dene a nite dimensional counterpart




with domain the (homogeneous) subspace F
h+n
of F spanned by vectors of the

































Each of the associative algebras B and

B (and hence, their tensor product)
admits a linear anti-involution (\transposistion") X !
t











































































The following statement is a consequence of Proposition 4.1 of [9].






















B;(X)] = 0 for X = E;F
and
[(E);(F )] = [H +






































































































;m = max(0; n   h + 1):
(1.24)
6
A central result of [8] is the monodromy invariance of g(x; t) (1.1) when re-
stricted to the physical subspace. It is reected (within the nite-dimensional





























2 Generalized cohomologies in H
I
The quadratic relations (1.7) for a






(1.3) and (1.9) imply
[A;A
+
] = [N +



















(Note that condition (1.26) implies that the operator
^
N introducted in (2.1) has
an integer spectrum on H
I
.)









,  = 1; 2 (no summation!); then (1.7),

























Ajni = [n]jn  1i; n = 1; : : : ; 2h   1 ((
^
N   n)jni = 0; j0i = 0)
(2.3)




























































































[h] = 0 for q
h
=  1: (2.6)











































for the conjugation (1.20) yields, as a corollary of Proposition 2.1, the following







j1i = [n] Æ
mn
: (2.9)








vectors (1.24). The fact that it admits (unlike F


F) such a real basis (for which
the Gram matrix of inner products is real) allows to dene a second, antilinear


































































under the hermitian conjugation dened by
(2.10) and (2.11); the full set of relations (2.1) remains invariant in both cases.).












what follows we shall only use this hermitian form and shall therefore drop the
subscript I.




, on which the hermitian form hji is positive









= 0 for n = 0; 1; : : : ; h  2 (2.12)






















) = fC j2h   1   nig (2.13)
The proof is a straightforward consequence of (2.1) and (2.3).
We note that A

weakly commute with the constraints (2.12). For A
+
this































; both assertions follow from the identity A
+
jhi = 0.
Thus the space H
0
is h-dimensional (spanned by jni for 1  n  h). Its
subsapce H
00
of 0-norm vectors is 1-dimensional: it consists of multiples of the
vector jhi.
The main result of this section (and of the paper) is the following realization






in terms of generalized cohomologies of the type studied in [4] and [3].
PROPOSITION 4 Each of the generalized cohomologies of the nilpotent oper-







 fC jh   nig; n = 1; : : : ; h  1:
(2.15)
With this choice the representative subspace is orthogonal to Im A
h n
. The phys-










The null space H
00




















is 2n-dimensional and is spanned by the vectors
fj1i; : : : ; jni; jhi; : : : ; jh+n 1ig. Im A
h n
is (2n 1)-dimensional and is spanned
by the subset of the above, orthogonal to jh   ni. This proves (2.15). The rest
follows from the explicit knowledge of H
(n)




3 Discussion : Open problems
The present cohomological treatment of a diagonal SU(2) WZNW model leaves
open a number of related questions:





F (and hence the corresponding subquotient H)















) invariant vectors which admits a hermitian (indenite)
inner product and then introduced the constraints that determine H
0
. The




that takes into account all constraints at the same time is left open.
2. Can non-diagonal
^
su(2) models be treated in a similar fashion ?
3. Find the BRS cohomology of diagonal
^
su(n) models for n > 2; their gauge
theory treatment was initiated in [9].
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